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Introduction
● The majority of stars (initial mass ≤8 M ) 

end their live as white dwarfs, after loosing 
most of their initial mass during the AGB 
phase. During a brief post-AGB phase, a 
planetary Nebula (PN) is formed, which 
contains the imprint of the previously 
expelled layers.

● Most of them show asymmetrical 
morphology.

● Binary stars are thought to be the preferred 
scenario for the formation of bipolar PNe.
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PNe found in UV and optical corollary surveys
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● We made a curve-of-growth analysis of each of the extended PNe.
● The CS flux was isolated from the nebular emission for extended PNe. Circular 

aperture was used for the CS and an annulus for local background substraction.
● Photometry were re-calculated.
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Determination of Teff, α, and β

● Therefore, we constructed the SEDs for each extracted CSPNe.
● For a binary CS, a double SED feature is expected.
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– The fitting process
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PNe with Gaia DR2 distances
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– H-R diagrams

Gaia DR2 distances. Literature distances.
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What we expect for DR3?
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Concluding remarks
● More than 200 PNe were found in UV and optical corollary surveys.
● Only 50 PNe are extended enough to isolating the CS flux from nebular emission 

(nebular continuum and emission lines).
● Effective temperatures and scale factors were obtained by using a statistical method 

by comparing synthetic spectra for both hot and cool star with observations.
● Gaia DR2 distances were used to estimate the stellar parameters and luminosities for 

our samples. A total of 4 PNe have accurate parallaxes.
● Gaia DR2 accurate distances changes the distribution on the H-R diagram of 2 PNe.
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